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Abstract: We present a novel method for the development of a micro lenslets hexagonal array. We use gradient index (GRIN) micro lenses where the variation of the refraction index is achieved with a structure of nanorods made of 2 types of glasses. To develop the GRIN micro lens array, we used a modified stack-and-draw technology which was originally applied for the fabrication of photonic crystal fibers. This approach results in a completely flat element that is easy to integrate with other optical components and can be effectively used in high refractive index medium as liquids. As a proof-of-concept of the method we present a hexagonal array of 469 GRIN micro lenses with a diameter of 20 µm each and 100% fill factor. The GRIN lens array is further used to build a Shack-Hartmann detector for measuring wavefront distortion. A 50 lens/mm sampling density is achieved.
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1. Introduction

The Shack-Hartmann (S-H) sensor [1] is a device commonly used for measuring wavefront distortion. Other devices or methods allowing for the similar measurements are: phase-shift [2] and shearing [3] interferometry methods, laser ray tracing, curvature sensor [4], pyramid wavefront sensor [5], spatially resolved refractometry and methods based on such spatial filters as the semiderivative filter [6, 7]. The wavefront distortion, i.e. phase changes of the propagating electromagnetic wave, can be caused by the distortion of the medium (e.g. atmosphere or tissue) where the light wave is propagating, or by the shape of the element that the wave penetrates or is reflected by. That is why the measurement of the wavefront distortion, as well as visualization and measurement of phase objects is an important element of various contemporary domains of science, industry and medicine.

The S-H detector is most widely applied in a technology called adaptive optics, which involves measuring, reconstructing and reshaping the phase of a wavefront in real-time. The technology is used for example in astronomy [8], lithography [9], free space optical communication, telecommunication (for coupling eigenmode) [10], and in medicine [11, 12]. The idea underlying the S-H sensor is the observation that the local wavefront distortion $\phi$ in a point $(x, y)$ may be determined based on analyzing the shift of the spot of a focused beam (Fig. 1(a)). Currently reported S-H sensors are based on refractive microlens arrays. They offer a sampling density in the range from 1 to 10 lens/mm when the minimum diameter of the lens is 100 $\mu$m. Smaller lenses are not used due to technological limitation. Lenses below 100 $\mu$m in diameter whose curvature is accurate are difficult to obtain. Moreover, the performance of refractive lensed is limited to air. For liquids, where the refractive index exceeds 1.33, their performance is degraded.

![Fig. 1. Scheme of the Shack-Hartmann setup: a) determining the shift of the spot for a single GRIN lens, b) a full Shack-Hartmann setup.](image-url)
To determine the wavefront distortion, the input wavefront is divided into smaller sub-regions with the use of a microlens array. A high resolution detector e.g. CCD camera is placed at the focal length behind the array. At the calibration stage, the setup is lit by the plane wave. Each lenslet (l) focuses a part of the incoming wavefront to a spot on the CCD.

As a result, the referential location \((x_{l0}, y_{l0})\) of the center of each lenslet is obtained. Now, if the incoming wavefront is distorted, the light at a single lenslet will deflect. If the wavefront distortion is not too large, it is possible to determine where the focus of each lenslet \((x_l, y_l)\) has shifted. This displacement is measured and used to find the local tilt of the wavefront based on the equation [13]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta x_l &= x_{l0} - x_l = \kappa_x \frac{\partial \phi(x_l, y_l)}{\partial x} \\
\Delta y_l &= y_{l0} - y_l = \kappa_y \frac{\partial \phi(x_l, y_l)}{\partial y}
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\kappa_x, \kappa_y\) are constant parameters determined by the geometry of a given optical setup in \(x\) and \(y\) direction, respectively.

If the wavefront is too curved, the spots will become blurred due to defocus, which makes it difficult to determine the center of the spot. The spot can also shift to such an extent that it is located in the focal spot of another lens. Because the distortions and shifts differ, there are various methods of determining the center of all the lens spots. The most important algorithms used here are: center of mass [14], weighted center of gravity [15], the iteratively weighted centroiding [16], matched filter approaches [17], and spiral phase transform [18].

Knowing many local \(\Delta x\) and \(\Delta y\) values, we can estimate the phase aberration with the use of a number of algorithms, such as: the zonal reconstruction method [19, 20], phase-retrieval or modal reconstruction method [21], methods based on the fast Fourier transform [22], multigrid [23], wavelet-based [24], fractal iterative [25], cumulative reconstructor [26], spline-based [27], non-linear intensity phase retrieval [28] and methods based on optical flow [29]. For a better reconstruction of the wavefront distortion, some of these methods additionally apply light distribution on the spots.

When designing a S-H sensor light economy is an issue. Due to a large number of lenslets the input light intensity is divided into small portions focused on the camera. The detection of such noisy signal is hard, so it is important that the lenslet array should absorb as little light as possible and that the fill factor should be close to 100%.

In this paper we present a setup for wavefront measurement based on a S-H sensor, whose main element is a thin hexagonal array of flat GRIN microlenses with 100% fill factor. The array composed of 469 micro-lenses with 20 µm diameter of single lens and high numerical aperture NA = 0.5. This provides high sampling density, with can be used with modern CCD or CMOS cameras, where the single pixel size is ~1 µm [30]. Moreover, the performance of the proposed flat GRIN microlenses array is not limited only to air but it can also be used to measurement e.g. in aqueous. We also present a novel approach to the fabrication such a hexagonal array of GRIN micro lenslets based on nanostructured approach, as well as the optical properties of the fabricated structure.

2. GRIN lenses

Refractive lenslets are used as a standard in microlens arrays in the S-H sensors. Here, we propose to use flat, gradient index elements as lenses because of their high numerical apertures (NA = 0.5, relative to NA = 0.015 in conventional detectors), high fill factor up to 100% and high light efficiency due to the small thickness (tens of microns). Gradient index (GRIN) components are micro-optical elements made from inhomogeneous medium in which the refractive index varies from point to point [31]. An example of such an element is a planar-surface GRIN lens. The planar nature of GRIN elements makes them attractive for
compact optical systems, since they can be easily integrated with fibers, detectors, sources and other micro-optical components [32]. In particular, they have been used to construct micro-optic devices such as optical couplers, connectors, beam splitters, optical attenuators, beam expanders, optical fiber switches [32, 33] and applied in in optical sensing [34] and endoscopy [35].

There are several standard methods of GRIN microlens fabrication. A widely used technique is the ion exchange process [36]. Other techniques include [37]: neutron irradiation, chemical vapor deposition (CVD), polymerization, ion stuffing, crystal growing, sol-gel, droplet on demand and multi-layer coextrusion. However, each of these methods is not flawless, the most important flaws including very small contrasts, the inaccuracy of the refractive index distribution, and the possibility of only monotonic refractive index distributions. The standard difference of the refraction indexes $\Delta n$ is 0.1 at the length of 250 $\mu$m [38]. Obtaining larger gradients, e.g. $\Delta n = 0.25$ per 6.5 $\mu$m [39], has been demonstrated in 1D multilayer GRIN, fabricated with the use of chemical vapor deposition.

Recently, we have introduced a method which allows for producing 2D gradient index lenses with internal nanostructures and a very high gradient of refractive index [40]. The method allows for fabricating arbitrary index distributions within the limits of the refractive index constants of about $\Delta n = 0.3$ and a maximum gradient of about $\Delta n = 0.3$ per 1 $\mu$m. Using the method, we have made such optical elements as: an all-solid microstructured fiber [41, 42], elliptical gradient lens [43], lens for Gaussian beam focusing [44] large diameter GRIN lens [45], axicon [46], DOE [47] and birefrigement [48] elements.

3. Description of the GRIN Shack-Hartmann sensor development method

To develop the array of GRIN microlenslets we have used the stack-and-draw process. The technique consists of several steps shown in Fig. 2.

First, we prepare round rods, approximately 0.5 mm in diameter, made from two types of glasses. One is an in-house synthesized low-index silicate glass NC21 (55% SiO2, 1% A12O3, 26% B2O3, 3% Li2O, 9.5% Na2O, 5.5% K2O, 0.8% As2O3) and the second a commercially available high-index lead-silicate glass F2. The refraction index characteristics for both glasses and the refraction index difference $\Delta n$ are shown in Fig. 3. Both glasses are thermally matched and have been successfully used previously [47, 49].
Next, the rods from both glasses are stacked to hexagonal preform according to the desired pattern (Fig. 2(a)). In our case the preform consist of 7651 rods and the pattern chosen such that the average refractive index corresponds to parabolic refractive index distribution in GRIN lens (Fig. 4):

\[ n = n_{F2} \left(1 - \frac{A}{2} r^2 \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where: \( n_{F2} \) is a refractive index of F2 glass, \( r \) changes from 0 in the center of the lens to 1 at its outer edge and constant \( A = 0.1052 \) is chosen such that the refraction index \( n \) equals the refraction index of NC21 glass for \( r = 1 \) and the wavelength \( \lambda = 1\mu m \):

\[ A = \frac{\Delta n}{n_{F2} n_{NC21}} = 2 - \frac{n_{NC21}}{n_{F2}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Fig. 3. The refractive index, the refractive index difference \( \Delta n \) and the ratio of \( n_{NC21}/n_{F2} \) as a function of the wavelength for the NC21 and F2 glasses.

Fig. 4. Design of a preform for a GRIN lens composed of 7651 rods made from two glasses.
As the following step, the hexagonal preform (Fig. 2(b)) is drawn, which scales it down approximately 25 times. The result of this process is a hexagonal GRIN lens, approximately 1 mm in diameter. Next, the element obtained is cut into segments of 10 cm and another preform of 469 such rods is stacked and embedded into an NC21 tube. The free space between the tube and the hexagonal lens structure is filled with additional NC21 rods (Fig. 2(c)). The next step consists in drawing the final structure to fiber with the diameter of 318.5 µm (Fig. 2(d)). In the last step the fiber structures are cut into slices, grounded and polished to the required thickness, which is typically 50 µm to 100 µm (Fig. 2(e)). It is essential that the fabricated elements have the same thickness of their entire surface.

Using the stack-and-draw process we can fabricate a hexagonal array of GRIN microlenses, where the diameter of a single lens is 20 µm, and the fill factor is 100% (Fig. 5). Each lens has the same optical properties, with high precision. The size-limiting factor is the diffusion process between glasses [50]. This limits the size of the single rod to ~100 nm, and the diameter of a single lens to ~10 µm.

4. Experimental verification of a Shack-Hartman sensor

At the first stage of checking the quality of the fabricated elements, we tested the imaging (Fig. 6(a)) and focusing capabilities of the elements of varied thickness (Fig. 6(b)). A crucial characteristic of the fabricated element of a given thickness is also the focus of a single lens, which depends only on the ratio or difference in the refractive index of both glasses (Eq. (3), in accordance with the equation (equation for SELFOC lens [50]):

\[ f = \frac{1}{n_D \sqrt{A} \sin \left( \frac{t}{\sqrt{A}} \right)} \]  

where \( t \) is a lens thickness. As shown in Fig. 3, the difference \( \Delta n \) changes only slightly for a wide range of wavelengths, due to which the focus length also changes only to a small extent. For the tested element, with thickness of 75 µm the measured focal length (from end of lens to focus plane) is 50 µm for the wavelength range from 0.5 to 1.5 µm. As measured, the acceptance angle is 14° and quarter-pitch is about 135 µm.
The S-H detector was built in two configurations (Fig. 7). In the first case, we tried to build a setup of minimal size, where the fabricated array of GRIN lenslets was straight on the CCD camera detector (Fig. 7(a)). However, due to the detector’s protective glass of 1.2 mm and due to problems with preserving the submicron precision when cutting and polishing the lenslets array, we did not manage to obtain good enough quality of focusing on the CCD detector. The numerical analysis shows that in order to focus light exactly on the CCD plane, as described above, the thickness of the microlens array should equal 7.56 μm. Optical elements of this thickness, however, are very difficult to handle. Moreover, the thickness change of 10 nm changes the location of the focus by nearly 1.5 μm, which places very high demands on the entire process of cutting and grinding of the sample. Focusing light on the CCD plane is also possible for a sample thickness of 279 μm, which eliminates some of the problems. But here the accuracy of cutting and grinding is also required in the order of 10 nm. One of the possible methods to reduce these problems is to use two glasses with a smaller refractive index difference. The optimal solution to the above-mentioned problem is replacing the cover glass of the CCD detector by our flat element whose thickness equals a quarter-pitch, which is 135 μm. This would ensure the compact size of the detector, but unfortunately the technological limitations did not allow us to build such a setup.

In the second setup, the focal plane for the GRIN lenslets array was imaged on the CCD with the use of a microscope objective magnifying x40 (Fig. 7(b)). In this approach, the S-H detector can be set for an array of GRIN lenslets of varied thickness and for various detectors. Furthermore, for this setup the requirements for precision cutting and polishing are orders of magnitude smaller than for a compact setup. In this case, changing the thickness by 1 μm changes the location of the focus by less than 1 μm. Additionally, the setup allows to scale the image displayed on the detector, which allows to choose the scale, e.g. depending on the size of a single pixel of the camera. The use of the additional optical elements like microscope objectives give the possibility of introducing systematic aberrations. However, they can be considered and eliminated at the stage of numerical wavefront distortion reconstruction.
As test objects introducing wavefront distortion of known parameters, we used a refractive lens with focal length $f = 25$ mm, and an array of refractive lenslets (MLA150-5C Thorlabs) with focal length $f = 5.2$ mm, diameter $d = 146$ µm and pitch $p = 150$ µm.

In each case, we first registered the reference image without the tested element, and then with the tested element placed in the setup, we registered the image with shifted foci. Because the area of maximum search for each lens is hexagonal (Fig. 8(a)) and there is no time limit for the search, the location of each spot can be determined by adjusting a 2D Gaussian distribution to the intensity distribution after rejecting the pixels of intensity lower than 25% of the maximum (Fig. 8(b)).

The shifts in 469 points calculated based on Eq. (1) allowed us to establish the wavefront distortion with the use of regularized reconstruction method [51]. The results for a single refractive lens together with a map of reconstruction errors are presented in Fig. 9. The absolute reconstruction error:

$$
\Delta \varphi = \varphi_0 - \varphi_x
$$

(5)
was equal 0.2 deg, where \( \varphi_0 \) and \( \varphi_m \) are the original shape (curvature) and the measured shape (curvature), respectively. The relative reconstruction error calculated as \( \Delta \varphi / \varphi_0 \) was at the level of 3%.

Fig. 9. Results of testing wavefront distortion for single refractive lens: a) light intensity of distorted wavefront on CCD plane, b) map of shifts in 469 points, c) reconstructed shape of the wavefront distortion, d) map of relative reconstruction error.

The results of measurements of the wavefront distortion for an array of refractive lenslets are presented in Fig. 10. From Fig. 10(a) we can see that the wavefront distortion introduced by a single lenslet of diameter 150 µm was ‘analyzed’ by ~40 GRIN microlenslets. Reconstructing the shape (curvature) of the examined element is possible, but the relative reconstruction errors are larger and equal ~23%, with a similar absolute errors (equaling 0.19 deg) as in the measurement of the first element.

The results obtained are hard to compare to the existing setups because setups of such high resolution do not exist. It is worth mentioning that the second element examined – the microlenslet array – is a standard element utilized in commercially available S-H setups.
Fig. 10. Measurement results of wavefront distortion for an array of refractive microlenses: a) comparison of the scale of the measured element with a GRIN lenslet array, b) light intensity of distorted wavefront on CCD plane, c) map of shifts in 469 points, d) reconstructed shape of the wavefront distortion, e) map of relative reconstruction error for four central microlenses.

5. Conclusions

We have demonstrated that it is possible to develop a flat array of micro GRIN lenslets using the modified stack-and-draw technique. In the paper, we have presented an array composed of 469 micro-lenses (20 μm diameter of single lens) arranged in a hexagonal structure of 100% fill factor. We have verified that the fabricated element can be used as a part of the Shack-Hartman detector, and that such a detector can be applied to examine the wavefront, or to examine the shape of elements with a very high sampling density (50 lens/mm), although earlier S-H sensors often did not offer sampling density better than 10 lens/mm. Such a high sampling density can be used with modern CCD or CMOS cameras, where the single pixel size is ~1 μm. High-sampling density, similar to the resolution of the GRIN lenslets array, can be used to study wavefront distortion with a high resolution, for example in microfluidics setups or in biology for imaging plankton. Low thickness (below 100 μm), short focus length, 100% fill factor and flatness make the array highly light-efficient. Since GRIN array has a flat facade, the optical performance of lenses is not degraded, even if the array is immersed in medium other than air. This opens a unique opportunity to measure the phase front of the light beam propagating in liquids, not restricted to water but also including such high-index media as organic liquids.
Our method offers the possibility to fabricate an array composed of smaller lenslets (~10 μm in diameter), an array where the lenses are not arranged hexagonally, and an array composed of other optical elements of an arbitrary refractive index distribution.
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